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Have  PreK-5 teachers engaged in the process of making the 
connections (using the engineering design process) between 
literature with mathematics & science while reading stories.  
This will emphasize the process nature of learning. Show 
the similarities of Skillful thinking, the science process, the 
engineering design process and the mathematical problem 
solving process.

Goal: 8/16/0703

 To enhance the learning process by using the engineering design methodology as 
a connector between literature, science & mathematics, based on thinking skills, as 
defined in the Bloom taxonomy. The concept uses the existing comfort level of the 
elementary teachers and the student’s natural engineering abilities.
The process begins with literature, such as fairy tales, starting in the lower grades 
and leading to more sophisticated stories at older ages – stories that engage 
students.  The underlining skills of the engineering design process are related to 
the science process, mathematical problem solving (process) and thinking skills.  
Thus the student is taught how to think skillfully and see the relevance of what they 
are learning. 
“Engineering design challenges” are created by actionable items in the story and 
lead to inquiry based team projects that have a design theme.   As an example, in 
the story  ”Island of the Blue Dolphins”, the village leaves canoes on the side of a 
hill for escaping a potential attack.  The heroine in the story has a difficult time 
getting one of them down the hill and into the water.  A “design challenge” for the 
students could be to design a system to make it easier for her to lower the canoe.

This proposal is to develop the methodology and implementation process ( 
Professional Development Class) for integrating engineering into the existing PreK-
5 curriculum and make it sustainable with the following additions:
Using a web repository for past projects and collaboration tools. 
Continuing on-line update classes.
Bring the concept into teacher college curriculum.
Exposing engineering college students to this concept for support of the 

classroom environment.   

Meets all the learning principles of the Massachusetts Science Framework
Promotes higher-order thinking skills.
Invites the incorporation of instructional technology into the curriculum.
Engineering is differentiated: offers an “in” for learners of all types.  
Rich cross-curricular possibilities.      
Integration with science and math is important way to show students how and 
why they are relevant and useful in the world.     
Directly connected with improvement of living conditions/safety/health and 
welfare of people.  
Engages both Students and Teachers in an exciting learning process.    

Literacy can be expanded by creating reports, journals, presentations 
and modification to the story by the student.   Both students and teachers 
see the connection between all subjects when doing an engineering design 
project.  The projects are done as an inquiry based process, with the 
team experience being an additional learning benefit. 

Deliverables:

Benefits:

Approach

“engineers 
design useful 
products or 
process for 

society using 
science and 

mathematics  ”. 

Establish Need
Research

Development
Select solution

Construct Prototype
Test & Evaluate
Communicate

Redesign

Design Process
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